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Summary

The interactions in the rhizosphere are leading to a highly structured microbial community which, to a great deal, is influenced by the root exudates of plant origin. In this review, we have included the different types of interaction with special regard to the root exudates’ function in such positive or negative interactions between plants and both bacterial and fungal partners of the plant in the rhizosphere, including mycorrhiza, nitrogen-fixing symbionts, plant growth promoting rhizobacteria endophytes and biological control organisms as well as allelopathy, antimicrobial effects and effects on nematodes. The differences in root exudates induced by microbial associations, role of quorum sensing in structuring communities and effect on biogeochemical cycles are reviewed. The focus is put on agricultural systems and implications for ecosystems on arable land are drawn.

Introduction

The soil, often considered as ‘black box’, furnishes a living environment to the extremely diverse communities of macro and microorganisms. Likewise, the rhizosphere is the zone of contact in soil surrounding a plant root where biological and chemical parameters of the soil are influenced by the roots. In these niches, complex biological and ecological processes occur. The spatial influences of the plant on such communities are exerted without any distinct edge (Morgan et al., 2005). Rhizosphere is thus an area of intense activity (biological, chemical and physical) influenced by compounds exuded by roots and by microorganisms feeding on these compounds (Kamilova et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007). This microenvironment is characterized by distinct conditions compared with the bulk soil, largely created by the plant roots and its various microbial associations (Benfey and Scheres, 2000). These associations include non-symbiotic, symbiotic and associative organisms such as bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi. Microbial population is one of the essential parts of the rhizosphere and it affects the rhizosphere soil by their various activities such as water and nutrient uptake, exudation, and all the biological transformations (White, 2003). Bacteria can be found nearly everywhere in nature and in many unique habitats, including in association with plants. Plants provide an important ecological niche for many different organisms not only above ground, but also below ground. In comparison to bare soil, the soil associated with plant roots contains significantly higher densities of microorganisms (Pinton et al., 2001). Many of these microbes live there as a part of a distinct community surrounding plant roots. Heterotrophic bacteria are able to use organic compounds excreted in root exudates (Sorensen et al., 2001), whereas their metabolites can be used by other microbes, which in the end create a network of closely connected microorganisms. This phenomenon of highly active microorganisms in root-associated soil is known as the “rhizosphere effect” (Whipps, 1990). The expression “rhizosphere” was first used by Hiltner (1904). It described the zone in which plant roots (from Greek: rhiza) interact with the surrounding soil (sphere) or field of influence. The rhizosphere was originally defined as the important portion of soil near roots responsible for plant growth (by providing nutrients) or as source for plant diseases. Today its definition is much narrower, referring to the root with closely associated soil where microorganisms are influenced by the root. The rhizosphere is commonly subdivided spatially into the endo-rhizosphere (including root cortex, epiderma and root hairs) and the ecto-rhizosphere with root associated soil compartments up to a distance of 5 mm. It is an interesting area for investigating interactions between plants and microbes. The specific structure and diversity of the rhizosphere bacterial community varies between plant species and over time (Baudoin et al., 2002) and different root zones on the same plant can support distinctive bacterial communities, reflecting quantitative and qualitative differences in root exudation (Yang and Crowley, 2000). Plants alter the rhizobacterial community by releasing different substrates, which can vary from single sugar components to complex aromatic structures (Kamilova et al., 2006), and therefore selecting for increased numbers of certain taxa and/or functional groups of bacteria (Kravchenko et al., 2003; Narula et al., 2007).

1. Root Functions

The main function of the root is to anchor and support the plant and to absorb and conduct water and minerals to the plant (Abbott and Murphy, 2003). In addition to tap root and lateral root system, plant roots produce root hairs on the epidermal cells (Fig. 1) which are specialized to absorb water and minerals from the soil. Although all these root functions have been known for a long time, the fate of the exudates in the rhizosphere and the exact nature of their reaction in the soil still remain obscure.

The rhizosphere supports diverse groups of bacteria that can stimulate growth of plants. Such plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) operate by a wide variety of mechanisms including nitrogen fixation or phytohormone production (Barea et al., 2005).

The present review therefore, describes advances made regarding the role of root exudates in interactions between plant roots and important dominating microbes present in the rhizosphere. Also the roles of root exudates taking part in the signaling events that initiate the execution of these interactions are assessed. Various positive and negative plant-microbe interactions are also described from the molecular to the ecosystem scale.
1.1 Root exudates

Plant root exudates are important factors that structure the rhizosphere bacterial community (Walker et al., 2003) and are involved in important functions like providing defense against pathogenic (micro)organisms (Abbott and Murphy, 2003) and a basis for chemotaxis to attract and repel (particular) microbial species and populations (Kumar et al., 2007), keeping the soil moist and wet, mobilizing nutrients, changing the chemical properties of the soil; stabilizing soil aggregates around the roots and inhibiting the growth of competitor plants.

Plant roots continuously exude compounds into the rhizosphere; this includes exudation or secretion of ions, free oxygen and water, enzymes, mucilage and a diverse array of carbon containing primary and secondary metabolites (Nard et al., 2000). It is well established that root exudates provide nutrients leading to enhanced growth and higher prevalence of degrading strains of bacteria. On the other hand, numbers of certain bacteria are increasing by chemotactic response to root exudates. The resulting rhizosphere microflora can interact with root agglutinins present in the root exudates to form a rhizoplane community (Kumar et al., 2007), directly attached to the root surface thus forming a subcompartment of the rhizosphere.

Root exudates are often divided into two different types of compounds:

1. Low molecular weight compounds such as amino acids, organic acids, sugars, phenolics and other secondary metabolites which account for much of the diversity of root exudates (Rougier, 1981).

2. High molecular weight compounds such as mucilage (polysaccharides) and proteins are less diverse but often comprise to a large proportion of the root exudates (Abbott and Murphy, 2003; Walker et al., 2003).

The associated heterotrophic rhizobacteria of the rhizoplane and rhizosphere depend mostly on the carbohydrates exuded by the plant roots. Barber and Martin (1976) determined that under sterile soil conditions between 5 to 10% of the net photosynthates of wheat may be released by the roots, whereas 12 to 18% is released in the non-sterile system. The later amount of carbon released would approximate 10 to 25% of the dry matter increase of the plants. Vesicular arbuscular mycorrhiza (VAM) forms a close and mutually beneficial relationship between plant root and mycorrhizal fungus. In order to meet each others needs, host plant and arbuscular mycorrhiza fungi (AMF) adjust through metabolic changes. Consequently, VAM induced root exudation will boost microbial communities as a whole to grow in rhizosphere and acrue the beneficial effects on plant growth. On the other hand, root exudates are known to influence the proliferation of many pathogenic fungi such as Rhizoctonia, Fusarium, Sclerotium, Aphanomyces, Pythium, Verticillium and Phytophthora. These are shown to germinate as a result of stimulation and/or food source by root exudates of susceptible cultivars of host plants. Root exudates containing toxic substances such as glycosides and hydrocyanic acid may inhibit the growth of pathogens (Rangawat, 1988). The compounds released by plant roots are diverse, and only a few have been shown to exert a direct effect on the growth of plants. We can conclude that root secretions and products are effective under the right set of conditions.

The specific rhizosphere community that is finally observed on mature roots may include symbionts which either can enter the root, like mycorrhizal fungi or rhizobia, or species that are found regularly on root surfaces (associative) but not inside the root. Aside from nutrient mobilization, the rhizoplane bacteria can provide protection from soil-borne pathogens thus also aiding plant growth. Plants often benefit from the nitrogen compounds, either fixed or released from organic material by bacterial metabolism. For example, A. vinelandii, a free living nitrogen fixing bacterium, ultimately depends on carbon released by the plants, while the plants growing in soils with low nitrogen colonized by these bacteria benefit from the fixed nitrogen compounds. This is an example for mutually beneficial associations of free living nitrogen fixing bacteria with no direct contact (Kumar et al., 2007).

Different types of interactions involving plants roots in the rhizosphere include root-root, root-insect, and root-microbe interactions. Chemical signaling between plant roots and other soil organisms, including the roots of neighbouring plants, is often based on chemicals exuded from the roots. The same chemical signals may elicit dissimilar responses from different recipients. An example of such divergent read-outs of a chemical signal is the secretion of isoflavones by soybean roots: It attracts a mutualist (Bradyrhizobium japonicum) and a pathogen (Phytophthora sojae) alike (Baish et al., 2006).

2. Plant root-microbial communication

Plant-microbe interaction is one of the important communications that characterizes the zone below-ground. Some of the compounds identified in root exudates that have shown to play an important role

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant variety</th>
<th>Inoculants</th>
<th>Sugars</th>
<th>Total sugars µg/ml</th>
<th>Amino acids</th>
<th>Organic acids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton var. H1098 (American)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>lysine, threonine</td>
<td>citric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E 12</td>
<td>xylose</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>arginine, glutamate</td>
<td>succinic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ala 27</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>threonine</td>
<td>malonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT 57</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>arginine</td>
<td>maleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton var. HD123 (Desi)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>xylose, glucose</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>arginine</td>
<td>oxalic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E 12</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>arginine, glutamate</td>
<td>succinic, malonic, maleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ala 27</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>threonine</td>
<td>oxalic, succinic, malonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT 57</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>arginine</td>
<td>malic, maleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat var. WH 711</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>glucose</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>arginine</td>
<td>succinic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E 12</td>
<td>glucose, xylose</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>unidentified</td>
<td>oxalic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ala 27</td>
<td>fructose</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>arginine, threonine</td>
<td>malonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT 57</td>
<td>sucrose, glucose</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>methionine</td>
<td>malonic acid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1 Positive Plant-Microbe Interactions

2.1.1 Mycorrhizae

Mycorrhizae refer to a mutualistic symbiotic relationship between plant roots and soil fungi. It is seen at the roots of the majority of terrestrial plants (Morgan et al., 2005). Ecto- and endomycorrhiza are distinguished by their growth around or within root cells. Endomycorrhizal AMF are always found in association with the roots and hence considered as obligate parasites. They belong to the clade of glomeromycetes, related to zygomycetes. In contrast to AMF, ectomycorrhizal fungi belonging mostly to the basidiomycetes and rarely to asco- or zygomycetes, are not obligate biotrophs but can live saprophytic in soil. Ectomycorrhizal fungi in contact to their tree host form an extensive sheath around the root of the plant with penetration into the root between rhizodermic cells (Akiyama et al., 2005), whereas in VAM, the fungal mycelium infects root cells. Mycorrhizal fungi obtain their carbon from the root while taking up inorganic nutrients from the surrounding soil delivering those to the plant (Fig. 2). Beneficial effects of mycorrizal fungi (Behl et al., 2007) can be best observed especially in poor soils and under stress conditions including, e.g., metal contamination.

Thus, mycorrhiza is one of the finest examples of plant-microbe mutual symbiosis in which both partners benefit: the mycorrhizal plant is better able to function physiologically and compete successfully in species rich plant communities, while the fungus benefits from a steady supply of organic nutrients (Baggo et al., 2003). Another advantage of this fungal association is the fungal property of phosphate solubilization to make phosphorous available to the plants. Thus, VAM is widely used as biofertilizer for various crops (Bai et al., 2007; Neumann and George, 2004). Under stress conditions like drought, metal stress, or nutrient deficiency, VAM can provide a better and more continuous supply of water and nutrients and act as a biofilter for the uptake of heavy metals, thus aiding plant growth. In addition, AMF can supply phytohormones aiding plant growth. Like rhizobia, mycorrhizal fungi recognize their compatible host through root exudates (Nagahashi and Douds, 2003). Hyphal branching ensures contact with the host root and hence the establishment of symbiosis (Decarvalho et al., 2002). The branch inducing factor is a plant signaling molecule that triggers hyphal morphogenesis preceding successful colonization (Buee et al., 2000). This branch inducing factor was present in all root exudates of every mycorrhizal plant tested, but absent in those of non-host plants. Root exudates from phosphate limited plants are more active than those from plants with sufficient phosphor, suggesting that the production and/or the exudation of the branching factor in roots is regulated by phosphor availability (Nagahashi et al., 1999). Akiyama et al. (2005) identified sesquiterpenes which trigger hyphal branching in dormant mycorrhizal spores from exudates of Lotus japonicus, which could become helpful in establishing a new role for root exudates in plant-mycorrhizal interaction. Defense processes, which are always triggered in response to microbial invasion, are modulated in mycorrhizal roots (Garcia et al., 2002).
2.1.2 Nitrogen-fixing symbionts

Second most important and influential specific plant-microbe interactions are those of leguminous plants and Gram-negative nitrogen fixing bacteria (Morgan et al., 2005). Several agricultural industries revolve around leguminous crops and their ability to grow without nitrogen fertilizer; this saves farmers millions of dollars yearly the fertilizer costs. Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Sinorhizobium, Mesorhizobium, Azorhizobium and Photorhizobium are rod shaped prokaryotes that can grow in a free living state in soil or can infect legume plants and establish a symbiotic relationship (Bloemberg and Lugtenberg, 2001; Madigan and Martinko, 2006). Root infection with appropriate species of one of these rhizobia leads to the formation of root nodules (Fig. 3; Heidstra and Bisseling, 1996). Therefore, it is being used as biofertilizer for most of the leguminous crops worldwide (Deaker et al., 2004).

Attachment of a bacterium to the plant in legume-rhizobium symbiosis is the first step in the formation of nodules (Sawada et al., 2003). The penetration of rhizobia is preceded by root hair curling which is induced by a bacterial substance, the nod factor (Perret et al., 2000). Following root hair curling the bacteria enters the root hair and induces formation by the plant of a cellulosic tube called the infection thread which spreads down the root hairs. Root cells adjacent to the root hairs subsequently become infected by rhizobia and nod factors help in stimulating plant cell division and continued plant cell division leads to nodule formation associated with formation of bacteroids of flexible shape. These differentiated cells perform nitrogen fixation however; they do not multiply anymore. The host specificity is determined by at least two steps in the mutual signal exchange between the plants and microsymbionts. First, bacterial nodulation (nod) genes are activated in response to plant-secreted signal molecules such as flavonoids (Loon and Bakker, 2004) resulting in biosynthesis and secretion of nod factors by the rhizobium. Flavonoids and isoflavonoids exuded from legume roots that activate nod genes are flavones (luteolin, apigenin), flavanones (naringenin, hesperitin) and isoflavones (daidzein, genistein) (Perret et al., 2000). In the second step, the Nod factors trigger the infection process and elicit nodule formation on the host plant roots. After a phase of effective dinitrogen fixation, bacteria and host cell degenerate (Perret et al., 2000). Thus, the development of the nitrogen fixation symbiosis depends upon an extensive exchange of chemical signals between the symbiotic partners.

A second nitrogen fixing association is found with tree roots and the Gram-positive, filamentous actinobacterial genus Frankia forming intracellular nitrogen fixing symbiosis with over 200 angiosperm species belonging to 8 families (Daniel et al., 2007). The rate of nitrogen fixation is in the same range as many nodulated legumes, i.e., 40-350 kg ha−1 year−1. The broad range, and the worldwide distribution of the host plants (ranging from arctic to tropical habitats) makes actinorhizae to major contributors to geochemical nitrogen cycling. The best known association of Frankia is with Alnus (Daniel et al., 2007).

2.1.3 Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR)

In recent years, a new group of microorganisms have gained much attention because of their effect on enhancement and health of crops (Bloemberg and Lugtenberg, 2001). These microorganisms can influence plant growth by producing one or more substances that act as growth stimulators and are referred as plant growth promoting bacteria/rhizobacteria (PGPB or PGPR). As they are also inhibitory to the growth of plant pathogenic organisms they have been described as biological control agents (Kloepper, 1993). Several asymbiotic, associative associations have been cited between microbes and plant roots, for example Azospirillum with grass family crops like barley, sorghum, wheat and barley, Azotobacter p bufsize with a perennial grass, Campylobacter with Spartina, a grass common in marshes, Acetobacter with sugarcane or sweet potato, Achromobacter with rice (Dobereiner, 1988). These beneficial microorganisms are included in management practices in sustainable agriculture. A variety of bacterial traits and specific genes contribute to these processes, but only a few have been identified on a molecular level. These include motility, chemotaxis towards seed and root exudates, protein secretion and quorum sensing. An interesting report is by Jaeger et al. (1999) which shows mapping of sugar and amino acid availability in the root exudate of Avena barbata. The studies show the availability of tryptophan mainly near the root tip region. Tryptophan is the precursor for indole acetic acid (IAA), an auxin phytohormone (Cooke et al., 2002), suggesting that PGPR could exploit the root exudate pools for precursors of plant growth regulators. Indirectly, plant growth and yield is enhanced via suppression of phytopathogens. The competitive mechanisms suppressing pathogens include the ability to produce siderophores (Perez-Miranda et al., 2007), iron chelators, that render iron unavailable to pathogens, the synthesis of antifungal metabolites, cell wall lysing enzymes, or hydrogen cyanide which suppress the growth of fungal pathogens. They also show the ability to compete with pathogens for nutrients, or specific niches on the root, and the ability to induce systemic resistance.

Among direct mechanisms are fixation of atmospheric nitrogen that is transferred to plants, production of siderophores (Page, 1987; Guan and Kamino, 2001), solubilization of phosphorous, and synthesis of phytohormones. There are few reports (Singh et al., 2007) on the increase of mineral uptake at the root surface by inoculation with PGPR. Bacteria are likely to locate roots through some signals from the roots and it is observed that carbohydrates and amino acids stimulate PGPB chemotaxis towards roots (Kumar et al., 2007). Flagellar motility in some rhizobacteria is influenced by root exudates (Lugtenberg et al., 2002). This could be shown using cheA mutants defective in flagella driven chemotaxis in four strains of Pseudomonas fluorescens, a known PGPB. Chemotaxis is an important parameter for competitive colonization. Outer membrane proteins of bacteria also play an important role in early host recognition. These proteins from Azospirillum brasilense bind to membrane immobilized root extracts from several plant species with different affinities. This Azospirillum showed stronger adhesion...
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to extracts of cereals as compared to the extracts of legumes and tomatoes (BASHAN and LEVANONY, 1991).

2.1.4 Endophytes

Some of the soil bacteria are reported to produce growth hormones which affect plant growth. For example, gibberellic acid and cytokinin production has been reported for Azospirillum (UMALI-GARCIA et al., 1980), Arthrobacter (CACCICIARI et al., 1989) and Azotobacter (PATHAK et al., 1995). DOBBELAERE et al. (1999) suggested that plant growth promoting substances are one of the key factors observed in plant growth promotion. The bacteria are known to change root morphology and increase their biomass thus enabling the roots to take up more soil nutrients. Treatment with auxins has been shown to increase the colonization of roots by soil bacteria e.g., Azospirillum (KENNEDY and TCHAN, 1992).

Most of the soil bacteria tested were able to produce IAA, and stimulated a lateral root development and colonization by addition of 2,4-D and IAA. Formation of paranodules on roots as a result of crack entry invasion was observed with 2,4-D as well as with IAA (Plate 1-4, NARULA et al., 2006).

YOST et al. (1998) reported that methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) play important roles in the chemotactic response of many bacteria. In this investigation oligonucleotide primers designed to amplify the conserved signaling domain of MCPs by PCR were used to identify potential MCP-encoding genes in Rhizobium leguminosarum. The results overall suggested that R. leguminosarum possessed mcp-like genes, and that at least some of these play a role in early steps of the plant-microbe interaction.

2.1.5 Biological control

The ability to suppress plant diseases by some natural and rhizosphere soils has been attributed to the indigenous beneficial rhizosphere microorganisms, as already discussed above (KLOEPPER et al., 1993). Especially mycorrhizal symbiosis can lead to reduction in symptoms and lower susceptibility of the plant to pathogenic microorganisms. One example was investigated by CHHABRA et al. (1996), who studied the role of a VAM fungus (Glomus mosseae) in biological control of flag smut (U. agropyri) of wheat. They reported that VAM inoculation suppressed flag smut incidence from 48.2% to 23% in double inoculation with Glomus and the pathogen. Dual inoculation also resulted in increased dry weight of roots and shoots, as well as yield.

Several bacterial genera are known to be capable of providing disease control, among them Streptomyces, Agrobacterium, Enterobacter, Erwinia, Bacillus, Serratia, Azotobacter and fluorescent Pseudomonas strains. The nature of biological control by bacterial strains is difficult to determine. This can be either in the form of direct killing or suppression of the pathogenic organisms, or by indirect competition for nutrients or inhibiting the establishment of pathogens by increasing the competence and ecological fitness of the biocontrol agent.

2.2 Negative Effects of Root Exudates

2.2.1 Root exudates and their allelopathy activity

The application of allelopathy in biological pest and weed control mostly aims at plant protection and improvement of plant resistance to diseases. The growth and development of plants in natural or
Root exudates are known to be a carbon source for soil microbes of plant origin in the soil. Degradation can limit the persistence of many secondary metabolites (INDERJIT, 2001), these compounds may be released in large amounts but are subjected to sorption (physical), metal oxidation (chemical) and microbial degradation (biological) within the rhizosphere (HUANG et al., 1999). In addition to chemical breakdown, microbial degradation can limit the persistence of many secondary metabolites of plant origin in the soil.

2.2.3 Root exudate’s effects on nematodes

Root exudates are known to be a carbon source for soil microbes leading to abundant population in the rhizosphere. ROVIRA et al. (1974) reported that out of large microbial population in the rhizosphere, bacteria occupy < 10% of the root surface and the fungal hyphal densities are only 12-14 mm m⁻² roots. Under these conditions, nematodes can select uncolonized sections of the root for feeding. If a good colonization is observed, microbes may interfere with the plant pathogenic nematodes. Various beneficial rhizobacteria like Azotobacter and Gluconacetobacter have been evaluated for their antagonistic effect on a variety of plant parasitic nematodes including Meloidogyne incognita. An antibiotic effect causing decreased nematode infestation in the soil ecosystem has been observed as a consequence of microbial colonization and active growth (BANSAL et al., 2005). Amongst the volatile metabolites of rhizosphere bacteria, ammonium ions have been shown to repel M. incognita juveniles and acetic acid inhibited egg hatching and movement of infective juveniles (BANSAL and BAJAJ, 2003). However, other nematodes graze on the microbial population and take advantage of the dense microbial populations as a food source. Environmental conditions and plant species-specific exudates greatly affect the quality and quantity of carbon and nitrogen sources secreted into the rhizosphere. However, the specific influence of these factors on microbe-nematode interactions is still unknown. There are few reports on interactions amongst plant roots, microbes and nematodes. Soil dwelling nematodes may mediate the interaction of plant roots and rhizobia leading to enhanced nodulation. Medicago truncatula releases volatiles that attract these nematodes indicating an important role in multifactor interactions for these volatile compounds. Various fatty acids are known to be toxic to various developmental stages of plant parasitic nematodes (BANSAL and BAJAJ, 2003). Acetic acid and caprylic acid reduced hatching most effectively and irreversibly by impairing embryogenesis of Meloidogyne incognita eggs.

2.3 Role of Quorum Sensing in Root-Microbe Interactions

Quorum sensing is the ability of bacteria to communicate and coordinate behavior via signaling molecules and it is a regulatory process by which bacteria monitor their population density. During growth, bacteria produce and subsequently percept diffusible signal molecules (XUESONG et al., 2003). Many bacteria regulate diverse physiological processes in concert with their population size (WEST et al., 2006). The population as a whole is thus able to modify its behaviour as a single unit. Both groups of Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria including plant pathogenic bacteria like Erwinia, Pseudomonas spp. and Agrobacterium possess quorum sensing system that control the expression of several genes required for pathogenicity (FRAY, 2002). Amongst Gram-negative bacteria (VISIK and RUBY, 1999), the quorum sensing signals most commonly used are N-acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs). Bacteria which use quorum sensing produce and secrete autoinducers. It binds to its receptor and activates transcription of certain genes, including those for inducer synthesis. The chemical signals differ between Gram-positive and Gram-negative, with homoserine lactones in Gram-negative and peptide autoinducers in endospore forming Gram-positives. Streptomycetes, Gram-positives with high-G+C-content, however, have been shown to regulate spore formation as well as antibiotic production by a quorum sensing signal called A-factor.

In the nodulating rhizobium R. leguminosarum the quorum sensors are arranged in hierarchical network that coordinate conjugal transfer gene transfer on symbiotic plasmid rhizospheric specific gene expression and other as yet unidentified functions. This can also influence different aspects of interactions with the host, ranging from the modulatory to direct roles during nodulation (DANIELS et al., 2002). It is speculated that quorum sensing affects population dynamics in association with host plants. Both siderophores and HSLs have been suggested to play roles as chemical signals for interspecies communication between bacteria (GUAN et al., 2001). However, little is known on interspecies communication in the natural microbial ecosystem. MATHEWS et al. (2003) reported increased secretion of AHL mimics in exudates of M. truncata.

The chemical nature of such active quorum sensing mimicking secondary metabolites is currently unknown and still requires further clarification (TEPLITZKI et al., 2000; CHEN et al., 2002). In addition to signal mimics, also quorum quenching by, e.g., enzymatic degradation of the signaling molecules, has been described.

3.1 Role of exudates in remediation of heavy metal / agro-chemical contamination

There are certain soils contaminated with heavy metals due to application of fertilizers (rock phosphate, e.g., usually contains uranium) or some pesticides containing metals, or application of sewage sludge/industrial waste. The search for inexpensive remediation technologies for contaminated soil and ground water has led to great interest in bioremediation and plant-based remediation (or phytoremediation). Vegetation can also enhance in situ bioremediation by taking advantage of natural attenuation processes in many applications. However, since the rhizosphere is an environment of high microbial activity, the influence of microorganisms on the processes involved in mobilization/immobilization or degradation of organic containing contaminants has to be taken into account (KOTHE et al., 2005). Microbial transformations occur in soil and water external to plant roots. Some of the organic pollutants can be enzymatically attacked and degraded microbiologically, while many other compounds do not naturally occur and may be therefore resistant to biological degradation. These substances are called „recalcitrant“. For example, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid can be degraded with in four weeks, whereas DDT can persist in the soil for more than 15 years. Bioremediation is environment friendly and a cost-effective method for cleaning up pollutant, in this case, this would imply introduction of a strain capable of attacking a recalcitrant substance. With respect to heavy metal contamination, any bioremediation approach has to take into account the survival of rhizobacteria under high metal loads (BÜCHEL et al., 2005). Thus, a screening for heavy metal resistant soil microbes can provide strains applicable in microbiologically stimulated phytoextraction or also for biostabilization protecting the water path from metal seepage (HAFERBURG and KOTHE, 2007). Therefore, microbes able to accumulate high levels of metals are interesting (HAFERBURG et al., 2006, 2007; SCHMIDT et al., 2008). Evidences for copper, cadmium, and nickel bioaccumulation have been investigated with special emphasis on streptomycetes, a group of Gram-positive bacteria dominating, especially,
poor soils with high metal loads (ALBARRACIN et al., 2008; SCHMIDT et al., 2005; SINIRIZI et al., 2008). In addition, the capacity of fungi including ectomycorrhizal fungi for bioaccumulation of heavy metals has been tested (MERTEN et al., 2004). This might be coupled to uptake of phosphate as heavy metals can be stored in the vacuole of fungal cells as phosphate salts (KOTHE et al., 2002; TERPITZ and KOTHE, 2006).

4. Plant-microbe interactions for agricultural ecosystems

Plant microbe interactions are responsible for a number of transformation in the rhizosphere such as carbon sequestration, ecosystem functioning and nutrient cycling. Type and quantity of microbes present in the soil influence the ability of a plant to obtain nitrogen and other nutrients. Plants can influence these ecosystems changes through deposition of secondary metabolites into the rhizosphere which help to attract or inhibit the microorganisms. Rhizodeposition is made up of small molecular weight metabolites, amino acids, secreted enzymes, mucilage, and cell lysate can range from less than 10% of the net carbon assimilation by the plant to as high as 44% of nutrient stressed plant’s total carbon. Soil microbes utilize this abundant carbon source, whereas secretion of other compounds might inhibit pathogenic associations.

In addition, there is a need to know how diazotrophs may benefit the plant. Investigations on the production of phytohormones and the action of siderophores produced by Azotobacter strains might help to understand this aspect of interactions. A consideration of the factors that might play a role in interactions of bacteria and hosts has to be extended to the mechanisms likely to be involved in stable colonization of distinct microhabitats of the rhizosphere. Only then, application of the results seems possible in agriculture which may benefit the ecosystem if less mineral fertilizers have to be used in the future.

Free living and associative diazotrophs are more numerous in the rhizosphere than in bulk soils, indicating their dependence on organic compounds exuded by roots in the rhizosphere (GRANSEE and RENNINGS, 2000). Various nitrogen fixing microorganisms have been found to be present in the rhizosphere of agricultural plants, but the contribution of fixed nitrogen to plant nutrition is controversial. Diazotrophs found in the soil or associated with roots include Azotobacter chroococcum, Azospirillum brasilense and Gluconacetobacter diazotrophicus (formerly Acetobacter diazotrophicus) and the positive responses of plants to inoculation with these bacteria are attributed to N2 fixation, but in addition due to several other factors like phytohormone and/or ammonium production, etc. (OKON, 1985).
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